"An atmospheric reverie... crosses 8-movie conventions with avant-garde jussiness, a mix of Hiroshima, Mon Amour and The Big Sleep..." – Guru Indira, New York News

**NOVEMBER 5-11 ONE WEEK!**

**50TH ANNIVERSARY!**

**NEW 35mm RESTORATION!**

**NOVEMBER 12-18 ONE WEEK!**

**NEW 35mm RECONSTRUCTION! 50 MINUTES OF ADDED FOOTAGE!**

**NOVEMBER 19-25 ONE WEEK! NEW 35mm PRINT!**

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF:

WONG KAR-WAI’S

**Days of Being Wild**

LESLIE CHEUNG

STARRING

ELAINE YU

**THE BIG RED ONE**

STARRING SAMUEL FULLER

WILD ONE MARK HAMILL

**NEW ESSENTIAL NOIR CLASSIC TO PLAY!**

CLASSIC OF AMERICAN FILM NOIR – 1941-1958

**PROGRAMMED BY BRUCE GOLDSTEIN**

**REVIVES & REPETEROY**
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